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Ten Senate RINOs Poised to Sell Out Fourth, Fifth
Amendments to Get to the Second
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Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-
N.Y.) could hardly contain himself. On
Wednesday he rejoiced:

I am pleased Congress is on the path
to take meaningful action to address
gun violence for the first time in nearly
30 years.

This bill is real progress. It will save
lives.

He has the support of 10 Republicans (In
Name Only):

Senators John Cornyn of Texas, Thom Tillis and Richard Burr of North Carolina, Roy Blunt of Missouri,
Bill Cassidy of Louisiana, Susan Collins of Maine, Lindsey Graham of South Carolina, Rob Portman of
Ohio, Mitt Romney of Utah, and Pat Toomey of Pennsylvania.

They all will violate their oaths of office in order to pass what is laughingly called the Bipartisan Safer
Communities Act (S. 2938). It should be, and more accurately would be, called “The Bipartisan Fourth
and Fifth Amendment Sellout Act to Destroy the Second Amendment.”

For its primary purpose is to bribe states not already inflicting unconstitutional red flag laws on its
innocent citizens with federal money — $750 million to start with — so that eventually all of them will
accept the bribe — the money along with the strings attached — so that there will soon be in place a de
facto federal red flag law.

Such laws, wrote Michelle Malkin at The New American,

empower disgruntled strangers, duplicitous family members, biased police, and ideologically
driven judges to disarm [innocent] citizens by labeling them mental health threats to
themselves and others.

The unconstitutional nature of red flag laws was made clear by Nikki Goeser, executive director of the
Crime Prevention Research Center. In an article co-authored by a Republican congressman who hasn’t
sold out his constituents, Kentucky’s Thomas Massie, Goeser said:

These laws allow judges to seize a person’s guns without a trial, based solely on a written
complaint that the person might be a danger to themselves or others. All a judge needs is
“reasonable suspicion.”

This contrasts with the provisions the Founders of our Republic put in place to prevent such violations
of precious rights. The Fourth Amendment requires the much higher standard of “probable cause”
instead of the much weaker “reasonable suspicion”:
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The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but
upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place
to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized. [Emphasis added.]

The Fifth Amendment requires “due process” against such illegal seizures:

No person shall … be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.
[Emphasis added.]

Red flag laws, freed from those constitutional constraints, pose a direct and immediate threat to
everyone who owns a firearm. As Malkin explained:

If you stray from the politically correct position on VA incompetence, guns, masks, vaccines,
transgenders in sports, Drag Queen Story Hour, election fraud, demographic
transformation, Black Lives Matter, or abortion, you and your children can be tagged,
flagged and bagged for life.

She understates the threat. The “reasonable suspicion” standard is so low that ultimately anyone
owning a firearm could be “tagged, flagged and bagged” for that reason alone.

The “bipartisan” act is an indirect but effective attack on the Second Amendment. It has nothing to do
with stemming gun violence. It has everything to do with confiscating, under the color of law, every
firearm from every gun owner in the country, thus paving the way for the imposition of a communist
dictatorship on the once-free United States of America.

Related articles:

Red-Flagging Red-Flag Law Abuse

Ten RINOs Joining With Democrats in Pushing Red Flag Laws
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